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In China's long and brilliant history, there are many great women who have influenced Chinese
history and made contributions to Chinese civilization. This book chooses fifteen famous and
important Feudal Empresses of Ancient China in different dynasties and narrates their
legendary stories. This book features plain words, real and interesting stories along with
numerous historical pictures, and by reading this book, readers will find themselves navigate
the time shuttle and walk up to these Feudal Empresses. This book, as a key to Chinese
history knowledge, will increase foreign readers's interests in Chinese culture.
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Huang Hou Zhi Du in Chinese) or the system of empresses and imperial concubines (called
Hou Fei Ti Zhi) was long-established in China.Its basic characteristic was that any feudal
emperor could have one empress (although in some feudal dynasties established by ethnic
minorities, the emperor could have several empresses at one time) and at the same time, a
large number of official concubines and assorted lovers.From legendary times to the slave
society and then feudal society, the phenomenon that one emperor could have many wives
existed in China for several thousand years. According toRecords of the Grand Historian,
Yellow Emperor Xuanyuan (one of the Five Legendary Rulers, 2600-1600 BC), often regarded
as the true ancestor of the Chinese nation, had four concubines. Subsequently, through the Xia
(C. 2070-1600 BC), Shang (1600-1046 BC) and Zhou (1046 BC-256 BC) Dynasties, the
number of imperial concubines constantly increased.In the late period of the Xia Dynasty (C.
2070-1600 BC), it was regulated that the emperor could have 12 wives. This number increased
to 39 in the Shang Dynasty (1600-1046 BC) and 121 in the Zhou Dynasty (1046 BC-256 BC).
TheZhou Rites, honoured as a classic by Confucians, institutionalized the number and rank of
the wives of the emperor. As stipulated in the Zhou Rites, among the 121 wives of the emperor,
there should be one empress (called Huang Hou in Chinese), three others referred to as Fu
Ren, nine concubines (called Pin Fei), 27 ladies called Shi Fu and 81 called Nu Yu.In fact,
there were also tens of thousands of maids-in-waiting in the imperial harem. For example, after
Sima Yan established the Western Jin (265-316), there were over 10.000 beauties in the
imperial harem; Shi Hu, Emperor Taizu of the Later Zhao (one of the Sixteen States, 300-430),
had as many as 100,000 ladies in attendance; and Li Longji, Emperor Xuanzong of the Tang
Dynasty (618-907), had a harem of over 40,000.Ostensibly, the maids-in-waiting simply served
the emperor, empress and imperial concubines in daily life and did some sundry work around
the royal palace. Actually, however, though the maids-in-waiting were not wives of the emperor,
they were in effect his sex slaves to be summoned and used at any moment.However, the
emperor had only one truly important wife, i.e. the empress.Prior to the Qin Dynasty (221-206
BC), the number one wife of the emperor was not called empress. In ancient times, the
Chinese character “Huang” had the meaning of brilliance and grandeur and the character
“Hou” originally referred to the king. In the Xia Dynasty, the emperor was always called “Hou”
and his wife “Fei”. From the Shang Dynasty, the head of state was known as both “Wang (king)”
and “Hou”. By the time of the Eastern Zhou Dynasty (770-256 BC), the wife of the emperor was
called “Hou” because people respected her. After Emperor Qin Shihuang unified the six states,
he called himself emperor and his wife was thus designated as empress.From that time to the
perdition of the feudal society in China, the head wife of the emperor was called empress.With
the development of history, the system, rank and treatment of the empresses and imperial
concubines became increasingly strict. There were approximately 10 grades according to the
rank and salary of the officials of the court. Gradually, the imperial harem turned into a small
court of its own, headed by the empress. All the imperial concubines, female officials, maids-in-
waiting and even the eunuchs took their orders from the empress.Due to her imperial
prominence and distinguished status, it was extremely hard for a common woman to become
an empress.In 100 or so feudal dynasties in China, the wives of the founding emperors
became empresses automatically by virtue of their husbands' position and some dynasties, to
prevent the power of the empress's family from becoming excessively large and constituting a



threat to its rule, regulated that the empress should in fact be chosen from among the folk
women. However, the majority of empresses still came from the families of the imperial
relatives, officials of merit and famous clans; indeed, a significant number of royal wives were
even relatives of the imperial family, including the nieces, sisters-in-law and cousins of emperor
and the sisters and nieces of the previous empress. Even in those dynasties which required
selecting the empress from among ordinary women, the ones who were really chosen from
common stock were few and far between.For the majority of emperors, family status was one
of the most important conditions when choosing the imperial consort, although they had a
number of other extremely rigorous requirements. The empress should be elegant, beautiful
and healthy with a fairly high level of abilities as well as possessing insight and a stable
character. Moreover, they were strictly vetted in terms of voice, posture, carriage, skin quality
and personal hygiene. In the Eastern Han Dynasty (25-220), the female officials conducted an
extremely thorough physical examination of any potential empress as well as ladies entering
the imperial harem, conducted after they took off all their clothes. In the Ming (1368-1644) and
Qing (1644-1911) Dynasties, over 1,000 beauties were preliminarily selected throughout the
country and then brought to the capital where they were divided into several groups and then
examined and eliminated one by one. Those who survived this process were commonly sent to
the imperial harem where they would be observed for a period of time. Only then, if considered
eligible, could they stay.If a woman was lucky enough to be chosen as empress, she became
the female with the highest status in the country. According to the feudal tradition of China, the
emperor was supposed to be the representative of heaven and Yang and the empress to be
the representative of earth and Yin. Hence, the emperor was regarded as the father of the
people and the empress their mother.So, exactly what kind of role did the empress actually
play?Strictly speaking, as the number one wife of the emperor, the empress was chiefly
responsible for managing the daily activities of the numerous females in the imperial harem.
Hence, her territory was really just limited to this one area. Even though she took part in
various grand activities of the court, she was only a symbol. She had in fact no power in
making decisions concerning the major affairs of the court and, indeed, many dynasties clearly
stipulated that the empress should not participate in any policy discussions. However, due to
her special status, the empress in truth had sovereign power under many conditions and
sometimes even acted on the emperor's behalf. Despite the official restrictions, it was not
unknown for an empress to make a final decision regarding important imperial affairs.Though
the empress mainly took charge of the affairs of the imperial harem, she held the power of
deciding who could succeed to the throne under special conditions. In the feudal society, to
prevent the throne from falling to a person from another family, an emperor with sons would
confirm his eldest son as his successor before his death. Under normal circumstances, the
crown prince would succeed to the throne. However, many emperors died prematurely or had
no son, creating a problem of who should succeed to the throne. On such an occasion, the
issue could only be decided by the empress (including the empress dowager). The new
emperor could be a senior imperial personage or a young relative of the late emperor. In a
word, the empress was empowered to choose a man to succeed to the throne from among the
descendants of the imperial family. This occurred many times in the history of
China.Sometimes, the emperor would be unable to deal with government affairs due to illness
or some other reason. At such a time, the empress herself would take charge. If an emperor
couldn't go to court to hear the reports of his ministers, the empress would attend on his behalf
and then make decisions in the name of the emperor. Even in a male-orientated feudal society,
though many dynasties regulated that the empress and the imperial concubines couldn't



interfere with government affairs, some emperors were weak or lazy or else too young to
exercise imperial power, so there was no option but to let the empress or the empress dowager
(the mother of the new emperor; although sometimes she wasn't actually his natural mother)
organize the affairs of state. In a society where the males and females should be distinguished,
to keep the empress from technically meeting with the ministers, when the little emperor went
to court, a curtain was hung behind him. The empress (or empress dowager) sat behind,
hearing the reports of the ministers and deciding how to deal with any matters arising. Hence,
it was called “holding court from behind a screen”. In the feudal period of China, there were
many instances of this occuring.The complexion of the empresses attending to state affairs
was fairly complicated. Some had to represent their sons because the emperor was really too
young to rule a dynasty; some, due to their ambition for monopolizing power, deliberately
supported and enthroned a young emperor who could be easily controlled by them after their
husbands died, thus to gain the real power of the court. Some empresses even disenthroned
the crown prince designated by their husbands after his death or had the new emperor killed to
gain control of the state for themselves. Some regent empresses certainly played an important
role in stabilizing the dynasty; but others, however, brought a lot of troubles and crises to the
dynasty due to their high ambition and low quality.Due to the multi-wife system, many
emperors even had scores of sons, among whom, the status of the empress's son was much
higher than that of the sons of the imperial concubines no matter how clever and capable they
were and how lacking the son of the empress was. According to the feudal tradition of China,
the son of the empress was thought to be of lineal descent and the sons of imperial
concubines “illegitimate”. The son of the empress enjoyed priority to succeed to the throne. If
the empress had no son herself, the successor would be selected from among the other sons
of the emperor. Hence, any empress with a son had a more consolidated position because
once her son succeeded to the throne she became the empress dowager, whose status was
even more exalted and eminent.However, though basically all the feudal dynasties strictly
followed the principle that the son of the empress had the priority to succeed to the throne,
many dynasties were unwilling to let the empress hold court. People were always unsatisfied at
the governance of an empress. But in fact, a few dynasties ratified the practice. Though the
power was exceptional, some empresses with sufficient steel gradually became the defacto
ruler of a dynasty. Empress Lu Zhi of Han Emperor Gaozu and Empress Dowager Cixi,
originally a concubine of Qing Emperor Wenzong Yi Zhu, actually ruled the dynasty for many
years. However, Lu Zhi and Cixi were continually criticized by the people for allowing this
situation both before and after their death.The circumstance of Lu Zhi and Cixi was almost the
same as that of Hatshepsut, the first queen of ancient Egypt (1508-1458 BC and on the throne
from 1479 BC to 1458 BC). Hatshepsut was the daughter of Tuthmosis I, the 18th Pharaoh.
After her husband Tuthmosis II died, she replaced the young Tuthmosis III (?-1425 BC and on
the throne from 1479 BC to 1425 BC), her foster son, to deal with state affairs herself. Finally,
Hatshepsut usurped the throne of Tuthmosis III and declared herself queen. Shortly after
Hatshepsut died in 1458 BC, Tuthmosis III tore down all the buildings with the name and image
of Hatshepsut in the mausoleum.There were also a lot of clear-headed empresses with
political foresight. Empress Zhangsun of the Tang Emperor Taizong Li Shimin and Empress Ma
of the Ming Emperor Taizu Zhu Yuanzhang made great contributions in the course of their
husbands building a new dynasty. After their husbands became emperor, they, in the position of
empress, often admonished and reminded their husbands to rectify the mistakes in their rule.
These empresses were highly praised by the people.As for some empresses, to maintain and
consolidate their status, they cruelly persecuted others by any means, especially those who



negatively influenced their status. Hence, they aroused a series of contradictions and even
brought about civil war lasting for many years. Empress Jia Nanfeng of Hui Emperor Sima
Zhong of the Western Jin Dynasty (265-316), publicly interfered with government affairs since
she looked down on her stupid husband. To monopolize power, Jia Nanfeng beat the crown
price to death after dethroning him. The devilry of Jia Nanfeng finally resulted in the strong
resentment of the royal members of the Western Jin Dynasty and gave rise to a war lasting for
over ten years, which was called “Rebellion by Eight Kings”. Finally, Jia Nanfeng had to commit
suicide due to the resentment of the masses.The fight for the ruling power of the dynasty and
maintaining the status of the empress was extremely severe in the imperial harem of a feudal
society. It can be said that the imperial harems of many dynasties of China as well as those of
foreign courts were filled with bloody infighting.There were numerous empresses and imperial
concubines in old China. This book only introduces 15 empresses with different characters to
the readers, providing a certain understanding of the feudal empress colony of China. If there
is anything amiss, I sincerely ask those readers who are interested in Chinese culture to
forgive any errors and point them out.Shangguan PingApril 6, 2010Empress Lu Zhi:Wife of
Emperor Gaozu Liu Bang of the Han DynastyEmpress Ma:Wife of Emperor Mingdi Liu Zhuang
of the Eastern Han DynastyEmpress Jia Nanfeng:Wife of Emperor Huidi Sima Zhong of the
Western Jin DynastyEmpress Chu Suanzi:Wife of Emperor Kangdi Sima Yue of the Eastern
Jin DynastyEmpress Feng:Wife of Emperor Wencheng Tuoba Jun of the Northern Wei
DynastyEmpress Liu Jingyan:Wife of Emperor Xuandi Chen Xu of the Chen DynastyEmpress
Dugu:Wife of Emperor Wendi Yang Jian of the Sui DynastyEmpress Zhangsun:Wife of
Emperor Taizong Li Shimin of the Tang DynastyEmpress Liu E:Wife of Emperor Zhenzong
Zhao Heng of the Northern Song DynastyEmpress Meng:Wife of Emperor Zhezong Zhao Xu of
the Song DynastyEmpress Shulu Ping:Wife of Emperor Taizu Yelu Abaoji of the Liao DynastyLi
Shier:Wife of Emperor Zhangzong Wanyan Jing of the Kin DynastyEmpress Chabi:Wife of
Emperor Shizu Kublai of the Yuan DynastyEmpress Ma:Wife of Emperor Taizu Zhu Yuanzhang
of the Ming DynastyEmpress Cixi:Wife of Emperor Wenzong Yizhu of the Qing
DynastyEmpress Lu Zhi:Wife of Emperor Gaozu Liu Bang of the Han DynastyLu Zhi (241-180
BC), also called Lu E, was of the Han ethnic group. She was the empress of Liu Bang, the
founder of the Western Han Dynasty (206 BC-25 AD) and the Emperor Gaozu (256-195 BC).
She was born in Shanfu (the present-day Shanxian County of Shandong) and later moved to
what is presently called Peixian County in Jiangsu. Lu Zhi was the empress from 202 BC to
195 BC, the empress dowager from 195 BC to 188 BC and the grand empress dowager from
188 BC to 180 BC.Being Married to Liu Bang by Her FatherLu Zhi's change from being a rural
woman to the wife of Liu Bang and later empress was completely related to her father Lu
Gong.Originally, Lu Gong went with his family to the place of his friend, the governor of Peixian
County, in order to seek shelter from a personal enemy. Soon, some local personages went to
where he was staying to try and establish a relationship with him since they had heard that Lu
Gong had a good relationship with the governor of the county. To keep his feet in Peixian
County, Lu Gong prepared a banquet to treat the local political heavyweights and important
citizens. After getting news of this, Liu Bang, who wanted to stand out but was only a head of
the basic administrative unit called Ting in Chinese, also went to join in the banquet. In the Qin
Dynasty (221-206 BC), one Ting was established every five km and ten Tings comprised a
village.Iron figurine of a dancer with colored drawing. This was a funereal item made in the
Western Han Dynasty (206 BC-25 AD).Consort Feng Jieyu of the Western Han Dynasty
Stepping Towards a Wild BearThe picture Introduces Consort Feng Jieyu's father Feng
Fengshi was a famous general during the reign of Emperor Xuan of the Western Han Dynasty



(206 BC-25 AD). Feng became a consort to Emperor Yuan in the second year of his reign.One
day Emperor Yuan was watching a fight between wild animals, accompanied by a number of
his concubines. A wild bear broke loose and got out of its cage. All of the noble men and
women who accompanied Emperor Yuan, fled, but Consort Feng stepped towards the wild
bear, which, however, was killed at the last moment by imperial guards. From then on Emperor
Yuan paid even greater respect to Consort Feng.On that day, Xiao He, the Zhu Bu (mainly
taking charge of writs, books and seals) of Peixian County, presided over the banquet in
person. He declared that those who sent less than 1,000 copper coins as handsel could only
sit outside the main hall. To approach Lu Gong, the impecunious Liu Bang said to someone
that he himself had sent 10,000 copper coins. Upon hearing this, Lu Gong came out to
welcome Liu personally and arranged a seat of honor for him.After the banquet ended, Lu
Gong, who was good at judging people based on their physiognomy, persuaded Liu to stay.
Through observation, Lu Gong said to others that he had practiced the art of reading a
person's physiognomy many times; Liu Bang, he continued, would make great achievements in
the future. In spite of his wife's objections, Lu Gong betrothed his daughter to Liu Bang. At that
time, Liu Bang didn't have a wife and agreed to the marriage with great pleasure. Soon, Liu
Bang and Lu Zhi were married.“Changxin Palace” Gold-plated Copper Lamp made in the
Western Han Dynasty (206 BC-25 AD).A Rural Woman Becoming EmpressLu Zhi and Liu
Bang had one son and one daughter. The son was Liu Ying who later became Emperor
Xiaohui and the daughter was Princess Luyuan.Liu Bang was then head of a Ting, he didn't
care for attending to his work or his wife and children, being only given to lust and enjoying
himself. Lu Zhi lived a hard life; she had to deal with the housework and look after two children
as well as cultivate their farmland.Later, Liu Bang sent prisoners of war to Lishan Mountain to
build a mausoleum for Emperor Qin Shihuang. On the way, because too many of these
prisoners escaped, Liu Bang together with Xiao He and others joined the anti-Qin uprising
army. After Liu Bang was defeated by Xiang Yu in 205 BC, Lu Zhi was captured as a hostage
and not set free until 203 BC.After many years of struggle, Liu Bang defeated his rival Xiang Yu
in 202 BC. He then proclaimed himself emperor in Fanshui, Jiyin (by the present-day Heze,
Shandong) and founded the Han Dynasty (206 BC--220 AD), making Luoyang (the present-
day Luoyang in Henan) its capital. Later, the capital was moved to Chang'an (the present-day
Xi'an in Shaanxi).Shortly after Liu Bang became emperor, he designated Lu Zhi as empress
and their son Liu Ying crown prince.Han Palace Scene in Spring, painted by Qiu Ying, Ming
Dynasty (1368-1644).Ink and color on silk. Width 574.1 cm, Height 30.6 cm.This hand-painted
scroll depicts ordinary everyday activities in the Han Palace in early spring. Here we can see
making up, irrigating, snapping the branches, making flower arrangements, and waving fans. In
the painting, some 115 characters including the empress, concubines, maids of honor, crown
prince, eunuchs, and painters are each depicted individually and in beautiful clothes. Some are
simply sitting on the grass, while others are busy at their various occupations. This shows the
painter's outstanding observational ability and his exquisite skill in painting realistically. The
characters wear clothes in the style that predated the Tang Dynasty (618?907), but the palace
is named Han Palace. In fact, it generally refers to any palace.Ambition Expanding after the
Death of the HusbandLiu Bang died of disease compounded by a serious war wound in 195
BC after reigning for eight years. The crown prince Liu Ying (211-188 BC) succeeded to the
throne as the Han Emperor Huidi.Lu Zhi witnessed and participated in the course that her
husband persued, overthrowing the Qin Dynasty (221-206 BC) and establishing the Han
Dynasty (206 BC-220 AD). In addition to her eight years' experience as an empress, Lu Zhi
turned from a rural woman who lived by cultivating farmland into a sinister personality with an



intense desire for power.Immediately after Liu Bang died, the ambition of Lu Zhi was totally
unleashed. To realize her aim of monopolizing power, she decided to make an end of her
emperor son Liu Ying. Hence, a fratricidal tragedy was about to unfold.How to do away with Liu
Ying? Lu Zhi decided to strike out at Lady Qi, the concubine most favored by Liu Bang, and her
son Liu Ruyi.Though Liu Bang designated Liu Ying as the crown prince after he proclaimed
himself the emperor, he had had another son called Liu Ruyi by Concubine Qi when he was
the King of the Han. The two sons gradually grew up. Liu Bang felt that Liu Ying was
fainthearted and not correct to succeed to the throne, so he wanted to redesignate Liu Ruyi,
who was as strong-minded as himself, as crown prince. After finding out the intention of Liu
Bang, Concubine Qi tried every means to encourage him. Moreover, Concubine Qi was young
and beautiful and skilled at singing and dancing. As a result, Liu Bang increasingly loved her
and her son and thus became estranged from Lu Zhi.Liu Ying felt doubly lucky that his mother
Lu Zhi had begged Liu Bang and other high-ranking ministers by every means, finally retaining
his crown prince status. Therefore, Lu Zhi and Concubine Qi and her son became absolutely
irreconcilable personal enemies.Killing the Rival in Love to Terrify the Emperor SonTo wreak
revenge on Concubine Qi, Lu Zhi, as the empress dowager, immediately went on the attack.Lu
Zhi had Concubine Qi imprisoned at Yongxiang Lane (the residential place for the imperial
concubines or the place where the imperial concubines and servants in the palace were
immured). Her hair was shaved off and she was bound at the neck by chains and made to wear
a prisoner's garb of coarse cloth. Moreover, she was forced to ceaselessly pound rice with a
morter and pestle. The piteous Concubine Qi sung: “My son has been designated as a king,
but I have been shut away to be a drudge. Who can tell my son of my extreme pain?”Lu Zhi
was very angry at Concubine Qi's discontentment. She wanted to recall Liu Ruyi, who was at
that time the King of Zhao in his vassal state, back to Chang'an in order to kill him. After
discovering the idea of his mother, the virtuous Liu Ying was always together with his younger
brother Liu Ruyi to protect him after he arrived in Chang'an. Hence, Lu Zhi could find no
opportunity to strike out at Liu Ruyi. Several months passed. One day, Liu Ying went out on
horseback to practice archery in the early morning when Liu Ruyi was still asleep. Hearing this,
Lu Zhi sent people in haste to poison Liu Ruyi. When Liu Ying returned home, Liu Ruyi was
already a corpse.Then, Lu Zhi continued persecuting Concubine Qi using means of such
cruelty that had never been heard of before. Lu Zhi let Concubine Qi lose her life slowly and in
unbearable pain. She had her executioner chop off Concubine Qi's hands and feet, gouge out
her eyes, smoke her ears with poison to make her deaf and force medicine down Qi's throat to
make her dumb. Then, Lu Zhi had the horribly mutilated body of Concubine Qi thrown into a
water closet and insulted her as the “human pig”.
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